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Thank you for everyone who has shared their knowledge with me over cups of coffee or
sunny afternoons surrounded by the very trees for which we care so deeply.

Introduction
Much of Atlanta’s history can be told through its trees. They are
such good storytellers because the oldest are just as old as post-Sherman Atlanta and the youngest are indicators of the climate of development in the city. The historical presence of Atlanta can lie within the
lifetime of an oak. Trees are experts in local history because the only
migration they’ve done is upward. Between two transformational fires
and the swift sickle of urban development, you can still find sizeable
trees lining the busiest steets, the largest canopy of any major U.S. city,
and even a touch of old growth forest if you look close enough. I aim to
find where and how the stories of urban trees has manifested within the
story of Atlanta. These trees have their own way of telling history, but
instead of being in newspapers and archives, it is in rings.

Thank you to Patsy Woods for sharing her enthusiam, expertise, and years
of photos that have come through her faith with the Grace United Methodist
Church.
Thank you to Eli Dickerson for his incredible work with Atlanta’s Champion
Tree project and introducing me to many of the city’s giants.
Thank you to Kay Stephenson to enlightening me to the background to some of
Atlanta’s most interesting trees, as well as sharing my research pursuits to others
in this city’s tree commuity.
Thank you to Douglas Allen for telling me the story of street trees throughout
Atlanta’s development, and for proposing an alternate career in landscape architecture.
Thank you to Brian Stone for walking me through the ecological conditions for
the tree populations in Atlanta and how we’ve built a city around that.
And most importantly, thank you to my advisor, Hugh Crawford, who supported me as I
traveled a path of intellectual leaps and believed that I could always make the next step.

An Elm in Inman Park:
A Story of Restoration
To find a full grown American Elm is to find buried treasure.
These historic trees used to line our avenues and boulevards with
gracefully arching limbs that made a tunnel for people, cars, and
power lines. People surrounded themselves with these trees in
their towns and were also drawn to the graces of the wild elm. As
Donald Peattie puts it, ”If you want to be recalled for something
that you do, you will be well advised to do it under an Elm.”25 But
this was a different age. A blight of Dutch Elm Disease swept the
country in the early twentieth century after thirty years only two
percent of the Elms lining innumerable streets survived. Even the
younger, unaffected trees were chopped down to try to stop the
spread. Now, Elm trees are characters of legend, their fountain of
leaves and vase-like silhouette something you expect to be carved
into a tablet or sung by minstrels. However, thankfully their stories
are much more real than folklore.
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There is a particular
American Elm still standing in
Atlanta. It’s not the biggest or
oldest, but it is one of the few.
The significance of this Elm is
that it lives in a neighborhood
where the community’s story
parallels its own. This Elm
lives in Inman Park, fabled as
Atlanta’s first suburb. Driving through Inman Park can
sometimes set you back one
hundred years, where you
are surrounded by Victorian
revival homes and Olmsted
style neighborhood parks.
This Elm’s story is significant
because it is a tree connected
with our country’s founding,
as Inman Park is connected
to the beginnings of Atlanta.
Donald Peattie also found that
“a survey of all of the historic
trees of our country shows that
among them Elms outnumber
each of these Oaks nearly
two to one...[O]ne finds that
in almost all cases it is the
tree that makes some man or
some event remembered.” 25

Revolutionaries would gather under an Elm in Boston known
as the Liberty Tree and plan what
is now a free country.24 America
was often seen as a place of
escape, which is how developer
Joel Hurt envisioned Inman Park.
After a day in the busy city you
would get on a trolley and ride out
to Inman Park, where the lots were
large and the atmosphere
pastoral.
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What is notable about the
American Elm is its architecture.
Imagine the tree’s limbs having
been placed into a vase and allowed to spread as if a bouquet of
flowers. Inman Park is known for
its architecture as well, with styles
of Victorian, Colonial  Revival, and
Queen Anne homes represented.
During the development of the
neighborhood in the late 1800s,
the silhouette of an elm tree was
just as recognizable and common
as the porticos and turrets of the
homes surrounding it.

The Blight

The tree’s protection mechanism causes it to sacrifice itself,
much like what the American Revolutionaries that stood under elms
over 200 years ago were willing to do. Thomas Paine, a founding father
wrote about this tree,

We don’t see the arching silhouette of the Elm around much anymore because of a harmful fungus that came to North America from Europe around 1930. The fungus is carried by the Elm bark beetle, which
burrows into the Elm’s inner bark to reproduce. When the beetle has
access to this part of the tree, the fungus also has access to the xylem,
which carries the tree’s water and nutrients up to the branches and leaves.
The xylem is essentially a pathway through most of the tree, so when
the tree senses that it has been infected, it will plug its xylem with gum to
prevent the spread. The problem is that when the tree stops the fungus, it
also stops flow of nutrients and water. When this happens, the leaves on
the tops of tree shrivel and the ends of the branches begin to yellow and
die off, with the rest of the tree following. 25

“But hear, O ye swains, 'tis a tale most profane,
How all the tyrannical powers,
Kings, Commons and Lords, are uniting amain,
To cut down this guardian of ours;
From the east to the west blow the trumpet to arms,
Through the land let the sound of it flee,
Let the far and the near, all unite with a cheer,
In defence of our Liberty Tree.” 24
23
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The First Suburb

Paine’s attitude has not been lost. Many
groups have worked to restore the Elm, with
soil injection treatments, pruning methods, and
most successfully, producing resistant cultivars.         
Resistant American Elms were searched for, but
hybridization with foreign varieties proved to be
more successful.  Other types of Elm, such as the     
Chinese and Siberian are more resistant to Dutch
Elm Disease, so they are cross bred with the
American Elm to create a more resistant cultivar.
Inman Park features the Princeton Elm cultivar
planted along the Beltline trail. The Beltline is also
a hybridized project in Atlanta. The old Beltline
railway that circled Atlanta is currently being transformed into a set of walking and biking trails. This
is also the site of the development of the country’s
largest arboretum, spanning 22 miles and developed by a partnership with Trees Atlanta, a nonprofit devoted to enhancing and proteting Atlanta’s
tree canopy.

The area Hurt decided to develop as Atlanta’s first suburb was a large plot of land South
of Ponce de Leon and North of the rail lines. He
developed this land in conjunction with the electric rail lines his company built along Edgewood
Avenue, giving the rail line a fortified destination.
It sat on a plateau where you could see the city to
the west and rolling hills to the west. The East Atlanta Land Company bought the land from Hurt’s
family, who lived there during the Civil War.  In the
Cyclorama painting of the Battle of Atlanta, you
can distinguish Augustus Hurt and Troup Hurt’s
houses. Augustus Hurt’s house was used as Sherman’s headquarters during the siege and stood
where the Carter Center currently is just off Ponce
de Leon Avenue. Troup Hurt’s house is a two story
brick house that can be seen in another portion of
the large circular mural.10
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Developed in 1970 by a
resident, the butterfly is the
symbol of Inman Park. Like the
butterfly, the area transformed
from an ugly accumulation of old
homes to a model of a historic
neighborhood after the revitalization efforts. Embedded within
this metaphor is another; the
wings of the butterfly have the
pattern of the Janus head from
Roman mythology. Janus was
the two-headed god of transitions, with one head facing the
past and the other, the future.
Inman Park looks at itself in the
same way- always paying homage to the past while moving
forward through time.

The neighborhood arboretum of Inman Park is dedicated to the abundant flowering trees. The flowering theme
pays homage to the idea that the neighborhood has had a
second blooming with its revitalization.

A carriage block sits next to our Elm tree on Euclid Avenue. These blocks allowed ladies to step safely out of
carriages onto the sidewalk and are a reminder of the wealth and class from the neighborhood’s beginnings.

Hurt, with financial partner Samuel Inman for whom the neighborhood is named,
laid the groundwork for the prestige of the neighborhood early. Lots had one hundred foot
frontage and were often two hundred and three hundred feet deep. The first houses that
were built there were required to cost at least three thousand dollars at the time. Notable
families, such as the Candler and Woodruff families, both involved in the success of Coca
Cola, built houses here. 10

Hurt as a Horticulturalist
Joel Hurt and neighborhood landscape architect
Joseph Forsyth Johnson are almost entirely responsible
for the scenic look of the land, which persists more than a
century later.  Hurt was a hobby horticulturist with fifteen
years of botanical knowledge when he began Inman Park.
Hurt’s interest in imported plants is reflected by the diverse
plantscape of Inman Park today. He would often bring
saplings back in his pockets from hunting trips. Most notable is his interest in the Live Oak, which Inman Park was
once known for. On a trip to the Okefenokee Swamp, Hurt
fell in love with the endless arms of the Live Oak. He took
saplings back to his nursery in Atlanta to see if they could
survive the change in climate. Once they produced acorns,
proving their ability to reproduce, he planted them all over
Inman Park as the street trees. Unfortunately, their survivorship in this climate was short lived and they began to
die in the 1930s and 1940s and were replaced with water
oaks, which was the most popular street tree of the time.
This tree however, has large buttresses at its root flare that
have since disrupted many curbs and sidewalks. 10
A 1891 Magazine article describes Edgewood
Avenue, which was the gateway to the neighborhood,           
“[T]he eye sweeps eastward in an arrow line to the very
brow of the fair suburban queen, Inman Park, along the
double track electric railway. The whole avenue from end
to end has been planted in the choicest shade trees.”
These street trees were the first in the city to undergo the
current methods of pruning for power and phone lines.
Instead of chopping the entire top off, friend of Hurt and
Manager of the City Parks Department, Nelson Crist introduced the concept of trimming a V into the center to allow the lines to pass through.10 Our Elm probably has not
known such pruning for a long time, since the branches
arch up over the height of the lines from an early age.

Oaks on Elizabeth Street, Inman Park, Atlanta, Georgia

Hurt’s fascination with
imported plants emerges in
the showpiece of the neighborhood, Springvale Park. This
plot of land, designed by Frederick Law Olmstead of Central
Park fame, is a horticulturalists
dream, with plants from multiple
continents surrounding a lake.
Hurt’s attention was focused on
evergreens in order to sustain
foliage year round. His biography states, “Joel Hurt introduced
to and cultivated in citizens of
Atlanta a knowledge and love
of evergreen and deciduous
plants which before was almost
unknown to them...He spent
much time studying plants and
imported from England, Europe,
China, and Japan, the evergreen
varieties which he most desired
and which he considered would
thrive best in this climate.” A
walk around Springvale Park today reveals varieties of holly and
cypress, and other international
species.10

Hurt even planted a
Coastal Redwood in the neighborhood in the yard of his stillstanding Hurt Cottage, which
was there before the development of the surrounding neighborhood. The Atlanta Tree
Preservation Board declared the
Redwood a city champion of its
species in 1976. The original
tree fell many years ago from
a storm, but the sprouts that
regrew are an impressive size
today. Overall, the neighborhood
succeeded as a natural escape
from the city. A 1891 Magazine
article beams, “The result was
the plan perfect in the requirements of beauty and health, embracing avenues, curves, lines
of views, a ten acre park, grass
and flower plants, like, and the
planting of hundreds of shade
trees of almost every known
popular variety, including the famous live oak, green-leaved the
year round.”10

A Reason for Restoration
Our American Elm sits in front of the house that was responsible for the restoration
movement of Inman Park. The Beath-Dickey house, a three story 1898 Victorian house that
had fallen into disrepair, was bought in 1969 and restored by interior designer Robert Griggs.
He encouraged others to do the same and the momentum began to build to save this historic
neighborhood.26

The neighborhood surrounding our Elm tree suffered from its own form of blight, but
instead of a beetle or a fungus its decline is due to changing technology, policy, and interests.  
First, lot size and structure restrictions began to lapse around 1902 and the remaining land began to fill in with smaller bungalows and apartment buildings.
Next, a combination of the resurfacing of many roads for
heavier car use and the rise of car ownership caused rich
families to move farther out from the city to growing areas
such as Buckhead and Druid Hills, surpassing the use of trolleys to travel out from the city. At the same time the Victorian
architecture went out of style and many of the once revered
houses were subdivided into apartments. A book written
in 1955 describes Inman Park by, “The passage of sixtyodd years, the development of Druid Hills as a larger more
expensive suburb, the encroachment of cheaper homes,
and the neglect and abuse of Springvale Park by the city to
whom it was given after its beautification, have all changed
the Inman Park of nineteen hundred, with its center jewel of
landscaping and unusual and picturesque planting, to the extent that this lovely suburb is not even recognizable by those
who lived there half a century ago.”10
The landscape of the neighborhood saw the same
neglect that its structures did. The same novel states, “Little
Springvale Park, which attracted visitors from other cities
and offers of shrubs and trees from the US. Department of
Agriculture, is laid waste and remains a barren and pathetic
picture of vandalism, of the burning and destruction of rare
plant specimens, and of complete neglect by the City Parks
Department.”10

The City Planning program at Georgia Tech constructed a revitalization plan in 1971. The house featured at the top resembles the
first home to be restored in the neighborhood.
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The restoration of the landscape is at a peak today. The affection for the mature canopy lining the streets perpetuates the desire to
showcase Inman Park’s origins as a garden neighborhood. The neighborhood arboretum draws attention to the diversity of tree specimens,
both old and young.
A walk through Inman Park can seem like a walk one hundred
years in the past. The intricacies of the Queen Anne architecture lining
a curved and meticulously planned landscape could hold your eye for
an eternity. But when you step down onto that carriage step and see a
massive, mature Elm heaving the concrete sidewalk up with its roots
you suddenly feel like the god Janus looking through his two heads.
It is a dual world, where there are century old houses and trees that
seem to be frozen in time, but are really teeming with a community
that is dedicated to ushering this vignette forward in time.

The Trees Surrounding the
Peachtrees:
A Story of Urban Triumph
Each tree in Atlanta tells a story of urban triumph. First, all tell the triumph of Atlanta, as it
was rebuilt from the ashes that General Sherman left behind during the Civil War. Second, they
tell the challenges of an urban life. They grow in environments of concrete with far less than
ideal conditions of sunlight, water, and nutrients.  And last, they tell the threat of Atlanta’s thirst
for development and rapid expansion. The triumph comes in the fact that Atlanta has the largest
canopy cover of any major city in the U.S., at thirty six percent (nine percent above the national
average).5 But to truly understand this achievement you must see beyond the numbers to the history that has shaped the ground in which Atlanta’s trees take root.

There is a particular tree that embodies all
of these stories in the pure sight of it. An Eastern      
Cottonwood with a circumference of over twenty feet,
making it the largest of its species in the city, stands
only a few hundred feet from the busiest vein of the
city, the downtown connector. This tree feels the vibrations of hundreds of thousands of cars every day,
but has stood for about seventy years. Its massive
trunk is covered by deeply fissured bark that twists
upward like a tornado to a crown that has lost a few
arms over the years. The fact that this impressive but
scarred giant still stands illustrates the challenges urban trees face, as well as the ways Atlanta has made
sure they survive those challenges.
The cottonwood thriving in Atlanta is an anomaly. Cottonwoods rely on lots of water for survival, so
they usually grow near the banks of rivers or in bottomlands.8 The nearest major water source to Atlanta
is the Chattahoochee, which is miles away. Perhaps
it draws water from the springs that Spring Street was
once named for, even though those were built over
long before the tree was planted? Even though the
species and its size are a wonder, it is subject to the
same set of conditions that blanket all the trees in the
city.

Atlanta’s Beginnings
To first understand the state of the canopy, we
must understand the story of the land underneath.
Atlanta began as a small town named Terminus, as it
was the terminating point for the railroads in the southeast. This land was taken from the Creek Indians who
originally occupied it and given away in forty acre lots
through a lottery system. The roads were developed
from already established rail lines and Native American
pathways, so when these lots were developed, the
owners oriented their streets to different points instead
of a central system, seen today in triangular blocks
and shifting set of roads. All of these points illustrate
that Atlanta was not a planned city. Starting from just
the 400 buildings left after the siege of Atlanta, the city
developed organically. Without a plan for the streets,
the streetscape of Atlanta has no consistency. Built in
the later half of the 19th century, the streets were designed for streetcars and automobiles, not pedestrians.
As people moved around more quickly, the landscaping of the sidewalks was not a priority. The only policy
guiding it was that something needed to be planted out
front, with no conditions for species. Developers usually just planted whatever was available and cheap.
As you drive down Peachtree street, the street trees
change species every block or so.3
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Today, there is a much larger focus on the hardiness of the trees planted in urban environments and a
consistent look to certain neighborhoods, but no united
plan for the city. However, the issues of jurisdiction
have only expanded with different groups having responsibility depending on what kind of street it is. Additionally, between constrained growing conditions, lacking water and nutrients, and construction, street trees
have an average lifespan of seven years, while suburban trees live on average for thirty two years.27This
rapid turnover also contributes to the inconsistency of
street trees in Atlanta.
While youth can be found lining the streets,
the mature canopy is much more likely to be found in
neighborhoods and in the margins of properties, where
the land doesn’t see change as often. Most champion
trees of Atlanta are found between Midtown and Decatur, where the land is part of some of Atlanta’s oldest
and richest neighborhoods. It is also where you will a
significant number of parks and Fernbank Forest, one
of the few areas of old growth forest left in Georgia,
where you will find many of the city’s champion trees.
Aside from the isolated area of this old growth forest,
the majority of Atlanta’s trees have been purposefully
planted and many haven’t survived the rapid development of the city.

The Academy of Medicine
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Our Eastern Cottonwood sits on the property of the Academy of
Medicine, the last historic building you’ll see for a while as your drive
north on West Peachtree street turns into a corridor of glass high rises.
Just like the white puff that give the Cottonwood its name, the white classic architecture will catch your eye and make you wonder what you’re
seeing, especially in the heart of Atlanta. This building tells a story of
urban triumph as well, as it has gone through two large scale renovations and currently sits on some of the most valuable land in Atlanta.
Considering the size of our Cottonwood, it was likely planted when the
building was first constructed in 1941. In fact, it can be seen in its youth
in a 1949 archived aerial photograph. The Academy was built by Philip
Shutze, who graduated in Georgia Tech’s first class of Architecture
students in 1912.16 Today, it is owned by Georgia Tech. While the tree is
only a couple of feet from the street, it is certainly not planted as a street
tree because there are no other trees lining the property’s edge, and cottonwood is far from a species normally considered for street trees.

The Academy of Medicine’s purpose was to house the Medical Association of Atlanta, a
group of physicians that united before the Civil War to share developing practices and knowledge with each other. The group used the space for classes, training, a library, and meeting
space. However, over the next three decades it fell into disrepair as medical societies lost
relevance due to specialization in the medical profession and increased accessibility of information with hospital libraries and medical conferences. The Academy of Medicine survived through
a restoration in 1983 and addition to the National Register of Historic Places in 1983. Like the
codes that protect our cottonwood, the Academy’s place on this list keeps the site from being
updated in any way that challenges its historical integrity. It was given to Georgia Tech in 2008
after the and renovated again to reflect the building we see today.2
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The Academy of Medicine has specific architectural details, much like our cottonwood
has distinct rough bark and white cottony puffs of seeds. These details are thanks to the primary architect, Shutze, and his dedication to the Neoclassic style. Impressive arches rise
above halls decorated with columns and ornamental carvings. These Greek and Roman details
have a historical tie with the genus of the cottonwood. The Populus group of trees is named
so because they were planted in public meeting spaces in ancient Rome, which is also fitting
because our Cottonwood sits in front of a meeting place for physicians. This group of trees is
divided up into the Cottonwoods, the Aspens, and the Balsam Poplars and contains at least
35 different species. The tree is also connected to the history of building through its medicinal
properties. The Cottonwood is in the Willow family, from which aspirin is derived. Oils made
from the bark and seeds help reduce inflammation and relieve pain.20

Policy and Protection
While this cottonwood wasn’t planted as a
street tree or in a residential area, it is protected
under the same ordinance that is responsible for
protecting the canopy of Atlanta. While public trees
are owned by the city parks department and private
trees by the property owners, all are protected by the
tree ordinance. In 1977 the city established a tree
ordinance as well as the Tree Conservation Commission to protect the city’s trees. This ordinance has
developed into one of the strictest tree policies in the
nation. It requires any tree removed, even the diseased or dead, to be approved by the city arborists
and the developer or property owner must replant
one of comparable size or pay into a Tree Trust Fund
that pays for the care of the city’s trees.33
The policy has helped to maintain a healthy
canopy in the city, but has not curbed a lot of the net
loss from development. Between 1972 and 1993, 65
percent of the land occupied by trees is now developed.22 The effects of the increase of impermeable
surfaces like asphalt and concrete are widespread.
Atlanta as a city has become a heat island, where
the temperature is up to twelve degrees higher than
the surrounding forested areas. The warmer temperatures increase cooling bills and trap pollution in the
city. Having impermeable surfaces instead of natural
land also lowers water quality and increases runoff up to ten percent. Eventually we figured out the
benefits of urban trees, but often times these benefits are overlooked in our climate of rapid sprawl.
Between 1991 and 2001, metro Atlanta lost fifty eight
acres of forest a day and saw an increase of impervious surface at thirty two acres a day. 22
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Tulip Poplar on Ponce: A Story of Divide
However, not all hope is lost for the canopy of
the city. In 1985, the non-profit organization Trees Atlanta formed in order to maintain the mature trees and
to plant the next generation of trees to shade the city.
Since then, it has planted 88,000 trees and developed
many programs to enrich the culture surrounding trees
in the city. They have partnered with neighborhoods to
created arboretums celebrating each neighborhood’s
particular landscape, as well as engaged and educated
the residents of Atlanta on planting trees.5
Despite the droughts and development that have
characterized Atlanta for the past decade, you can
drive down one of the Peachtrees and see a unique
giant sticking at an angle out of a small patch of green.
The overwhelming trunk, fissured bark, and amputated
limbs rouses a series of feelings: first awe, then faith.
Faith that between glass high rise condos, a cottonwood can survive both the thirst for a river and the
city’s thirst for development. The feelings of faith that
come from the strangeness of this sight are like a silent
prayer of thanks to those who brought a tree ordinance
to life, spent their weekend planting in a little patch of
green space, and built a culture of love and respect of
the leafed giants who have seen a greater history of
Atlanta than many of its residents.

Tulip Poplar on Ponce:
A Story of Divide
Ponce de Leon Avenue is the historically rich vein to
the city. It takes you from streets lined with large oaks and old
mansions to a sudden sea of concrete and overdevelopment.
As soon as you pass a carved wooden sign reading “Welcome
to Atlanta” your view is flooded with fast food restaurants, bus
stops, and storefronts that could use a facelift. However, somewhere in this mass of brick and asphalt and overwhelmingly
not-green landscape rises a Tulip Poplar. A Tulip Poplar so
magnificent that when it comes into your view it rivals the height
and grandeur of Atlanta’s tallest building, the Bank of America
Plaza. This tree stands in front of the Grace United Methodist
Church and only about ten feet from the sidewalk. Encountering this tree makes you look a little closer at your surroundings
and wonder “What is that doing here?” Directly to the north is a
gentrified neighborhood of the 1920’s that is adjacent to Piedmont Park. To the south is Boulevard, which is a largely different place. Considering the age and location of this tree, it surely
has seen the area develop in two distinct directions. But first
this tree has known an entirely different story of divide.

A Case of Mistaken Identity
Liriodendron tulipifera
The tulip poplar, or Liriodendron tulipifera, is one of
only a two-genus species. This means that there are only two
species of this tree, unlike the oak, which has 32 species in
Georgia alone. The Liriodendron originally split from the magnolia family when the continents were still spreading out from
their breakup from Pangea. Eastern North America, Europe,
and Asia were all connected. As the land broke up, some
Liriodendron were left in Asia, some in Europe, and some in
North America. The Liriodendron in Europe were wiped out
by the arrival of glaciers, but the ones in North America developed into the Liriodendron tulipifera while the ones in Asia
developed into Liriodendron chinense. Because they were
separated and formed into two distinct species, with no others
extant varieties, they are considered stranded species. 8 The
Liriodendron tulipifera is now a native species in the Eastern
United States. Clearly demonstrated by our Tulip Poplar on
Ponce de Leon Avenue, height is their strong suit. They can
shoot up to forty feet in their first fifteen years. Our Ponce
Tulip Poplar is 109 feet tall, which means of if you sat at the
top of this tree you would be able to see a little over 12 miles
into the distance. If a terminal bud could see, this means it
could see to the Chattahoochee River to the north or to Stone
Mountain to the east. This is to say that this poplar without a
doubt has seen Atlanta develop into what we see today.

This Tulip Poplar must feel at home on Ponce de Leon
because of the confusion caused by both of their names. Ponce
de Leon stands out among the streets in Atlanta that are either
named Peachtree, numbered, or dedicated to notable figures in
Atlanta. The closest that Ponce de Leon came to Atlanta is St.
Augustine, Florida, and he certainly was never mayor or donated
a lot of money. The name has been a confusion to natives, visitors, and GPS Navigation Systems. What few people know is that
there is a reason behind the name. Before Ponce was paved,
built on, or even traveled, a railroad construction crew set up
camp next to two springs in an area recently destroyed by the
Civil War. Having worked in the Beltline railroad in the heat for
a long period, they were riddled with ailments. But after a few
weeks of drinking the spring water, they were healthy again. Dr.
Wilson, first physician of the city, declared that these springs had
medicinal qualities, much like the fountain of youth that Juan
Ponce de Leon pursued.14  Historian of Grace UMC, on which our
Tulip Poplar stands, Patsy Woods recalls that the Sears Building,
which was built on top of Ponce de Leon Springs had a water
fountain that was supposed to be an incarnation of the healing waters that were once there.37 While the springs are just a
memory and the closest fountain of youth you will find on Ponce
is a Zesto’s milkshake, the name stuck. As for the Tulip Poplar, it
is not a tulip tree, nor is it a poplar. On top of that it also known by
yellow poplar, tulip tree, and fiddletree. So what’s with the name?
It's a combination of misconceptions. The yellow/green flowers,
which start appearing around April, are not something you expect
to find on a tree. They are large but the shape is vaguely similarity
to tulip flowers, but it’ the leaves that carry a tulip silhouette, even
though the two species are very far from being related. Inside
the long stretch of the trunk you'll find strong yellow/white wood
which is popular in furniture making. Just outside the reaches of
the shade of our Ponce Poplar is an antique furniture store whose
owner has likely dragged quite a few pieces of tulip poplar furniture out front on display and never known a relative was so close.
Tulip Poplars must enjoy city life, because there is a specimen
called the Queens Giant that is the oldest living thing in the New
York Metropolitan Area, being between 350 and 450 years old. 18

The Beginnings of Ponce de Leon Avenue
Our story of divide is not only in the tree's DNA, but also in its surroundings. The trees along
Ponce are evidence of this divide. But this story starts before any of them were even there. Ponce de
Leon Avenue began as a dirt path that led from Peachtree Street to the springs. Once the springs were
commodities the trolley owners aimed to build parkland around them to further entice people to come.
The land in this area which was once strictly farmland, now had trolley lines traveling through. One of
these landowners was Richard Peters. He owned about 450 acres in the area just east of where Ponce
de Leon Ave. and Peachtree Street cross. Peters tried to create a park on his land in the footsteps of
Frederick Law Olmsted, but instead found failure. This land is now owned by Georgia Tech and is known
as Peters Park. Peters named many of the north-south running streets after trees from his native state, to
which he also pays homage to with Penn Avenue. They also blend in with the parallel running Peachtree
Street. On his eastern acreage is Juniper, Myrtle, Cypress, and on his western,Cherry. His land was soon
divided into lots on which large houses were built by those who played crucial early roles in the success
of Atlanta. Trolley lines were extended down Ponce, taking city folk on trips out to Inman Park. Ponce
de Leon Park, built around the springs had a man-made lake design by landscape artist Julius Hartman.
Across the street was an amusement park with a ferris wheel and casino, built where the current Ponce
City Market project is today. Ponce was a place of prosperity. Fast forward a few decades through the
turn of the century, the lake gets filled in, Ponce is paved (but the trolley lines remain), and hotels and
apartments are built. Developer Joel Hurt buys the land that is to become Druid Hills a few miles down
Ponce and creates a country neighborhood with the help of Frederick Law Olmsted. Now Ponce really led
somewhere instead of being just an avenue of attractions. 14
One of most lasting attractions was the baseball field. It was built on top of the drained lake in
Ponce de Leon Park and opened in 1907. A minor league baseball team called the Atlanta Crackers
played there until 1965, along with the Black Crackers, who had to play with hand-me-down uniforms and
only on days the Crackers were out of town. This stadium is famous for its Southern Magnolia tree (in
the same family as our Tulip Poplar) which had an infield view of the segregation of America’s pastime.
While the blacks had to sit in the worst seats when the Atlanta Crackers played, you could find a mixed
and excited crowd the days the Black Crackers played. The magnolia that sat in center field was special because it was considered in play. There are rumors that Babe Ruth hit a homerun because his ball
got stuck in the foliage of the tree. 28 The only greater magnolia in Atlanta was the one that guarded the
graves of the unknown confederate dead at Oakland cemetery. The baseball stadium burned down, was
rebuilt, then was torn down and replaced with a shopping center. However, this magnolia still stands  in
center field but on the fringe of development. The Atlanta Tree Preservation Commission honored its history with a plaque in front, but it nevertheless is a gem of history you either know or stumble upon.

A Great Fire
The momentum on Ponce de Leon Avenue came to a halt one afternoon in 1917 when a fire raged upward from Edgewood Avenue toward Ponce,
fueled by shanty houses covered with wooden shingles. The fire lasted until
the late evening, only crossing Ponce near the end. In fact, the fire stopped
about 30 feet from where this work is being written. If my house were standing
then, it would have barely been saved. The fire was only stopped by the houses on Ponce and North Avenue being dynamited then sprayed with water to
deter the spread. Once the chaos cleared, there were no trees left in the mile
stretch, just stumps and chimneys. Ten thousand people were displaced. Many
of the people in this area were poor blacks who could not afford to rebuild.7
Dense apartment buildings and low income housing replaced the community
that once stood, many still present in today’s streetscape. The majority of the
trees currently in the area are young, only planted as part of a revitalization efforts.

Courtesy of Patsy Woods and Grace United Methodist Church
The Highland Church, which burned in the 1917 fire, was the home of the
original Grace UMC congregation.
Courtesy of Patsy Woods and Grace United Methodist Church

The land that was zoned in black neighborhoods after Emancipation was small and often in
industrial areas, which does not offer a lot for urban tree growth. These neighborhood formed  on
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tersect it because whites didn’t want to live on the same streets as blacks. Moreland
becomes Briarcliff, Boulevard to Monroe, and Parkway to Charles Allen, right next
to our Tulip Poplar.  In other parts of the city, officials left sections unpaved to create
a buffer zone between the races. The green space was a large indication of these
divisions. Nine years after the fire, whites had 21 playgrounds while blacks only had
3. White neighborhoods had 11,000 acres of public green space and blacks only had
16, which was segregated land for a long time.7  If you drive through this area now,
most of the older trees have grown in the margins of property lines and backyards.
Street tree planting and green corridors have only recently started to appear.

Two newspaper clippings showing the extent of the damage of the 1917 fire. Notice the “forest of
chimneys” and burnt stumps.
Courtesy of Patsy Woods and Grace United Methodist Church

This comparison shows that trees once
planted to landscape this apartment building were, in fact, removed. Many of the
buildings in this area were built right up to
the street’s edge to maximize land use,
which is characteristic of the discriminitory
zoning by city officials during this time.
1

During this time our Tulip Poplar has been shooting upward, passing the two and three story apartment buildings
surrounding it and then the sanctuary it stands in front of.  The exact time of planting and age of our Tulip Poplar remains
a mystery. Before the fire of 1917, the mansion of Richard M. Callaway stood on the property of the current Grace United
Methodist Church. A picture shows a few saplings lining the street, but they likely burned when the house did in 1917. The
picture below of the Grace Sanctuary, built in 1923, was taken in the mid to late 1930’s and does not show any sign of the
tree, but another angle shows branches reaching the second story. Determing the age of a Tulip Poplar can be especially
difficult because of their early, fast growth. They are competitive in the forest, shooting upward to get as much sunlight as
possible as early as possible. In fact, a picture of the church in 1957 shows the tulip poplar a little less than its current size.
Much like the booming growth of the Liriodendron tulipifera, Grace UMC is noted for skyrocketing size. From 1948
to 1960, Reverend Charles Allen was responsible for the church’s growth to 4,000 members, the largest in Georgia and the
largest Methodist church in the country. Before the stained glass windows were put in, the sanctuary would open its windows
so the crowd sitting outside under and around our Tulip Poplar could hear him speak too. In 1957, he and 80 other white
ministers in Atlanta published the Ministers’ Manifesto, which denounced segregation in response to the state of Georgia
considering closing its schools rather than allowing integration. Today, Parkway Drive turn in to Charles Allen Drive, adjacent
to the church, to honor the reverend.
37

In the top right corner of the picture on the right, there are branches appearing at about the
second story.
Courtesy of Patsy Woods and Grace United Methodist Church

This picture, taken in 1957, shows the crowds that Reverend Charles Allen drew to the
church.
Courtesy of Patsy Woods and Grace United Methodist Church

The ground on which our Tulip Poplar stands still holds evidence of a racial
divide, but beyond just the skin colors of
its residents, it is in architecture, zoning,
roadways, and the treescape. However,
this neighborhood ,cleared by a fire then
rebuilt on foundations of inequality, will
have a chance to grow strong and narrow
the disparaties as people acknowledge
the decisions that plagues its past. Right
alongside we will find those newly planted
trees following the same growth, yet hopefully having stories to tell that illustrate a
different path of development than the ones
our Tulip Poplar has seen.

Circa 1963

Two angles of the tulip poplar in
full bloom about 1976. It is easily
the tallest thing for blocks.

Courtesy of Patsy Woods
and Grace United Methodist
Church

The Trees of
Oakland Cemetery:
A Story of Persistence
One of the oldest and most cared for relics of Atlanta is the Oakland Cemetery. It and its trees tell a story of persistence, for the memory of the people and
the foliage above them are what lives on in the presence of the dead. The landscaping you find in Oakland is far different from what lives in a church graveyard
or suburban cemetery. Instead of finding a solemn yard marked with headstones
and heavy mist, you enter a beaming horticultural museum co-inhabited by those
of Atlanta’s past. Oakland is an example of the garden cemetery movement that
arose in the Victorian times, and now also serves as a display of the historical and
spiritual value of city trees. The plant life here is rooted in the lives of Atlantans and
supported literally by an investment in the past, as the Historic Oakland Foundation upkeeps the land.
19
The closely placed and
traditional markers of the
Jewish burial section rise
like a forest in front of the
actual forest that inhabits
the cemetery.

This 1892 map drawn by Augustus Koch depicts Oakland cemetery at its full 88 acres. Across Boulevard is
the mill town of Cabbagetown, with the large brick complex being the Fulton Bag and Cotton Mill. Notice the difference in the gridlike structure of the originial plots of Oakland along the bottom, and the curving paths in the upper
portion that are characteristic of the rural garden cemetery movement of Victorian times. The field in the eastern
part of the cemetery is Potter’s Field, where thousands of poor were buried with wooden crosses as markers that
quickly deteriorated. 31

A Garden Cemetery
Our story of persistence begins when the Oakland Cemetery was established in
1850 as a resting place for Atlanta’s dead. The original six acres is possibly the only land
in Atlanta unchanged since 1850 when the first plots were laid out. Then, the land was on
the fringes of town and now it lies less than a mile from downtown. This placement was
in keeping with the values of the garden cemetery movement that combined public health
concerns and Victorian aesthetic ideals. The placement was a result of concerns of where
the deceased would be buried in growing cities with limited space. The solution was to
place them outside of the city, where disease and close quarters weren’t as large of concerns. The country setting was also in line with growing Unitarian beliefs that death was
a reunion with nature. 15 Furthermore, the movement of garden cemeteries began with a
shift from the highly structured and geometric gardens from the Baroque period to a more
organic design of Victorian landscapes that included winding paths, ponds teeming with
life, and rolling lawns. 36 The first of the garden cemeteries are Pere Lachaise Cemetery of
Paris and Mount Auburn Cemetery of Boston, which both spawned from necessity of burial
space and desire to build a beautiful park at the same time.3 The first six acres of Oakland
cemetery are grid-like and have the feel of a church yard, but as the cemetery expanded
the new burial grounds emulated characteristics of the Pere Lachaise and Mount Auburn
Cemeteries. The later sections added to Oakland have pathways that curve along natural
topography of the land instead of terracing it into sections. Oakland was also the city’s first
designated green space. The lush landscape invited families to visit these gardens as a
park as well as a residence for the city’s dead.
Just like the architecture of the time, a Victorian garden is characterized by being
ornamental. A combination of the growing ability to travel, the trending hobby of plant collection, and hybridization advancements lead to plant diversity being the focus of many
Victorian gardens.36 The showcasing of many new plants in turn puts the focus on viewing
one plant at a time in an ornamental fashion. The garden cemetery was the perfect format for the ideals of Victorian gardening because of the need for paths to make your way
around the cemetery and the slow pace in which they are walked, which allows for a quiet
observation of the landscape and reflection on life and death.

This postcard depicts the Victorian gardens
that are common on plots in the cemetery. Sand
covers the lot to bring a tropical sense to the garden, which includes a banana tree. A similar scene
can be seen today on the plot of H.C. Johnson,
which features a hibiscus plant and red banana
plant. 31

Oakland Cemetery was the place of the
first greenhouse built in Atlanta. The greenhouse
held the warmer weather plants that were popular
during Victorian times during the winter. Today, the
remains still serve a horticultural purpose. 31

Almost 170 years later, Oakland still exemplifies Victorian ideals on its 88
acres. The paths you can walk seem endless and are surrounded by plots decorated far more than just a single bloom in front of a tombstone. Many times the
family of the deceased are no longer around, so the Historic Oakland Foundation
cares for many of the sites. Today, the plots are landscaped with the integrity of
the Victorian style in mind.  And even while small shrubs and flowers seem like
the ideal plants to decorate a grave, Oakland currently has over 1,400 trees. The
cemetery was originally known as City Cemetery, but changed names to “Oakland” in 1872 as a reflection of the tree cover.31 Currently, oaks represent over a
third of its trees.
In a garden cemetery, trees are planted to shade the people who come
to the cemetery to reflect by their loved ones or picnic with their family. The trees
that were planted at the burial of many of Oakland’s residents are now mature.
The size and diversity of the tree collection in Oakland is impressive enough for
it to be a designated arboretum The historical significance of its trees mirrors the
history of the people interred around them.

The life of the trees in Oakland is often so rich that it
can disturb dead that have been resting for decades. Trees
that were planted as saplings now take over whole plots.
Roots creep between markers and topple tombstones.
Branches hang over monuments and obscure the identities
of those below. However, in this these trees have gained
their own identity. Not only are they known by plaques with
their species name, but also as living guardians of the dead,
rising higher than any angel statue or obelisk nearby.

Oakland’s role as a park as well as a cemetery has stood the test of time. Here you can see a present day bike ride along side a vintage motorcycle and sidecar, both here for the sights and relaxation.

Just as the gravestones and monument are decorated with symbolism concerning life, death, and the ascent
to heaven, the plant life around cemeteries have meaning
beyond a genus and species.The Victorian times are heavy
with natural symbolism, which can be seen dually as imagery carved into stones and the plants that lie in front of them.
Rosemary is planted as a symbol of remembrance, English
Ivy for fidelity, lilies for spiritual purity, and palms for a spiritual
triumph over death.26  Also prominent in Oakland is the daffodil, which in addition to symbolizing death that has come too
soon, tells a story of persistence. 31 Oakland features many
heirloom daffodils, that are cultivars of the past that aren’t
often seen today. Despite being planted on plots many years
ago, the daffodils emerge every spring for another bloom.

The Southern Magnolias
However, one of the largest and most common plants of Oakland carries the
most significance, both in the biology and history of its roots. The Magnolia grandiflora, or Southern Magnolia is a symbol of the South as well as the Confederate Army
during the war and has a special meaning in Oakland Cemetery. After the Civil War,
the Ladies Memorial Association decided to serve the soldiers of the war with a rightful burial. The City of Atlanta, owner of the cemetery, designated a section of the land
to burials of 6,900 soldiers, about 3,000 of which are unidentified. Remaining land was
sold to two Jewish congregations, which funded the highest structure in the park (and
at the time the highest in Atlanta), an obelisk memorial that honors the unidentified
Confederate dead.15 Dogwood trees, which symbolize atonement, line the path to this
memorial. The symbolism comes from the legend that the cross on which Jesus was
crucified was made from the wood of a dogwood tree. Keeping with Victorian garden
practices, the cemetery developed a garden to feature a variety of conifer species,
popular cemetery trees because of their year-round foliage and variety of shape and
size. They symbolize resurrection, perhaps through the persisting foliage or cones.31
Several large Southern Magnolias, rumored to have been planted at the time
of these soldier’s burials, shade the numerous graves. Even as a native plant in this
area, the magnolia is used as an ornamental evergreen because it’s dark waxy leaves
and large fragrant white flowers. The story of these flowers embodies our theme of
persistence as well. Much like the landscape of the cemetery, the biology of the magnolia has been unchanged through history. Fossils show that the magnolia is as old
as 60 million years, which makes it one of the oldest extant plants.  The magnolia tree
developed even before the appearance of bees, so it relied on beetles for pollination.
The tree evolved to have large, strong petals and a wide bloom to allow for the beetles to crawl into the flowers.

Cabbagetown
One particular magnolia stood out from the rest. Its
branches spread over sixty feet, shading countless graves
and the Lion of the Confederacy statue. It was rumored to be
the largest in Atlanta and one of the finest in Georgia. Unfortunately, it tells the story that everything is subject to the forces of
life and death, a lesson that the surrounding cemetery teaches.
The tree fell to disease in 1998 and a funeral was held in its
honor. Today a marker honors the tree with the inscription:
“To everthing there is a season, and a time to every purose
under the heaven: A time to be born, and a time to die; a time
to plant, and a time to pluck up that which is planted.’”
Ecclesiates 3:1-2.
Over 100 years old, origin unknown, but duty well done. Guardian of the Unknown Confederated Dead, sheltering arms for
Atlanta’s beloved Lion. Never to be forgotten, but living through
those left behind. December 3, 1998 15

One of the most distinct neighborhoods of Atlanta sits on the other side of the wall from
Oakland Cemetery. Cabbagetown is a restored mill town and like the neighboring cemetery,
it has a tightly gridded layout with many small cottages packed into the condensed blocks.
The mill town served the Fulton Bag and Cotton Mill on the northwest corner of the neighborhood. The mill opened in 1881 by Jacob Elsas, who currently resides in one of Oakland’s
mausoleums. Legend says that the stained glass window in the back of the mausoleum was
installed so that Elsas could look over his mill and the community even after death.15 He built
the community for the workforce of the mill, who came from poor communities in the southern
Appalachain mountains. Like many mountain communities, the mill workers of Cabbagetown
remained somewhat homogenous and isolated from the rest of Atlanta. It wasn’t until the mill
closed in 1971 that the rest of Atlanta got a good look down the narrow streets. The neighborhood was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1976, the same year as its
neighboring cemetery. However, this didn’t keep the neighborhood from falling into disrepair
after the mill closing. The neighborhood was saved a few years later with a trend of inner-city
community revitalization. The houses were restored and the mill was converted into the largest
loft apartment project in the nation. The neighborhood is now known as a culture and arts center, but does pay homage to its past with its arboretum, one that features trees that are native
to the Appalachian mountains, adding to the eccentric mix of characteristics that makes up the
equally eccentrically named Cabbagetown.

Persistence Through a Storm
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Somewhere between the columns of a neoclassic mausoleum we should have heard Caesar’s
warning ,“Beware the ides of March”, for on the evening of March 14, 2008 a tornado traveled through
Oakland Cemetery. It toppled angels and obelisks and
destroyed over one hundred mature trees. Debris and
litter from the city was deposited all over the grounds.
While this may not have disturbed those underground,
above ground was an eyesore. However, with the aid
of cleanup volunteers and restoration efforts, Oakland
shows only a few scars from the incident today. Broken
monuments were restored, markers uprighted, and with
the help of Trees Atlanta, one hundred thirty new trees
were planted to carry on Oakland’s canopy through a
new generation of trees.13

13

With persistence also comes challenge. There are three groups that
occupy the cemetery: the dead, which occupy underground, the living, above
ground, and nature, which spans the two worlds. As the cemetery moves
forward in time, respect must be paid to each of these groups. While the trees
shade the visitors and the residents, roots can interfere with where caskets
are buried, shift markers, and disrupt the walkways. Most common, the uncontrollable growth of the trunk can damage the many retaining walls that
separated plots and turned a hilly plot of land into navigable terraces. However, the trees are a large part of what the cemetery is known for. A caddywhompus tombstone and undulating walkway are all part of the experience.
Seeing a root emerge from the brick path in front of you is just a reminder that
even the most persistent stone is subject to the same forces of life that make
a tree grow, a person die, and turn a once scorched piece of land turn into a
thriving city.
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